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Introduction
The Common Wisdom Model (Grossmann et al., this issue)
represents a significant synthesis and advancement of our
scientific understanding of wisdom. By arguing that moral
aspirations and perspectival meta-cognition (PMC) are the
foundational psychological components of wisdom, the
Common Wisdom Model presents a roadmap for scholars
who hope to study wisdom, its antecedents and correlates,
and examine how wisdom can be promoted and maintained
through scientific and educational interventions. Moreover,
the Common Wisdom Model opens the doors to scholars in
separate research traditions, such as those who study moral
psychology or meta-cognition in isolation, thereby contributing to the growing interdisciplinary community of scientists
interested in understanding wisdom as a psychological phenomenon.
Of course, our task at hand is to present a more critical
analysis, and so this commentary focuses not on our alignment with the model put forth in the target article but by
and large our concerns. Our primary concerns regard the
model’s approach to defining moral aspirations and PMC,
and the lack of attention paid to their relationship. We
argue that PMC is too narrowly defined, insofar as it
excludes theory of mind (“ToM”), and that moral aspirations require a more explicit definition. These issues become
paramount in the context of the underspecified relationship
between PMC and moral aspirations. Moral cognition is
intimately related to ToM—some would say ToM is
“essential” (Gray, Young, & Waytz, 2012; Schein & Gray,
2018 )–and therefore we argue that excluding ToM from the
definition of PMC is problematic and prevents the Common
Wisdom Model from fully explicating the morality-PMC
relationship. If the study of wisdom is to reveal how wisdom
is fostered and maintained, the relationship between the
components of the Common Wisdom Model must be better
understood, and such understanding requires integrating
ToM into the conception of PMC.

Clarifying the Components of the Common
Wisdom Model
What is the Moral Aspirations—PMC Relationship?
Perhaps one of the most important questions for the
Common Wisdom Model that is left mostly unanswered
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concerns the nature of the relationship between moral aspirations and PMC, the two foundational components of the
model. Understanding this relationship would seem essential
for answering the scientific question of how wisdom develops. How can we hope to foster wisdom through scientific
intervention if we do not know how, or even whether, the
two central psychological components of wisdom interact?
At first, moral aspirations and PMC are presented as separate, orthogonal components of the model, suggesting that
we should imagine some individuals may be high in one but
low in the other. If this is the case, perhaps those high in
moral aspirations but low in PMC are individuals epitomized by the aphorism “the road to hell is paved with good
intentions,” and conversely those low in moral aspirations
but high in PMC are Machiavellian-like social manipulators.
This conception would also suggest that efforts aimed at fostering wisdom must focus simultaneously on building moral
aspirations and PMC by targeting the (putatively) different
mechanisms underlying their respective psychological
development.
Yet at multiple points it is suggested that PMC and moral
aspirations are causally linked, and often in contradictory
directions. Moral aspirations are often presented in the
Common Wisdom Model as motivational drivers of PMC,
with PMC being oft-described as “morally-grounded,” suggesting that without moral aspirations individuals are
unlikely to engage in PMC. But at other times it is argued
that “PMC is required to implement wisdom-related moral
aspiration” and that “PMC can override the immediate
impulse to protect self-interests,” suggesting that PMC is a
necessary precondition for wisdom-like moral aspiration to
arise. It is difficult to surmise how the Common Wisdom
Model conceptualizes the moral aspirations–PMC relationship because the mere question of their relationship is not
explicitly addressed, nor are further questions of directionality, orthogonality, and/or causality regarding the two central
components of the model.
The lack of clarity regarding the moral aspirations–PMC
relationship is compounded by the vague definition provided for moral aspirations alongside the narrow definition
provided for PMC. Without specific psychological detail, it
is difficult to discuss moral aspirations either on their own
or in relation to other psychological processes. And by
intentionally excluding other-focused meta-cognition (i.e.,
theory of mind) from the formal definition of PMC, the
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Common Wisdom Model neglects an abundant and relevant
body of research on the relationship between meta-cognition
and moral cognition.
Meta-Cognition Without Theory of Mind?
The authors of the Common Wisdom Model state, at
multiple points, that their definition of perspectival metacognition (PMC) refers exclusively to meta-cognition
directed toward the self, not toward others. In the model,
PMC is a dialogical, self-reflective process that leads to the
consideration of multiple, divergent perspectives related to
the situation at hand, while also engendering a level of
epistemic/intellectual humility. The distinction between selffocused and other-focused meta-cognition has long been
recognized (Kitchener, 198 3), and the authors point to some
preliminary evidence that “perspective-taking” in the wisdom literature (i.e., PMC) is a distinct process from
“perspective-taking” in the theory of mind literature (i.e.,
other-focused meta-cognition) (Rakoczy, Wandt, Thomas,
Nowak, & Kunzmann, 2018 ). While we see the value in
making this intellectual distinction, in the context of the
Common Wisdom Model we argue that ToM should not be
excluded from the definition of PMC, as doing so
impedes the model’s ability to consider the relationship
between meta-cognition and moral aspirations as they relate
to wisdom.
For the sake of clarity, here we use the term “theory of
mind” (ToM) to refer to a broad range of (primarily) otherfocused meta-cognitive processes studied across the extant
psychological literature, including mind perception (Epley &
Waytz, 2010), cognitive and affective empathy (perspectivetaking/empathic concern: Davis, 198 3; Decety, 2011; Epley,
Keysar, Van Boven, & Gilovich, 2004), meta-perception
(Malloy, Albright, Kenny, Agatstein, & Winquist, 1997;
Vazire & Carlson, 2011), and ToM as a developmental phenomenon in children (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). It
is worth noting, however, that ToM research has primarily
studied other-focused meta-cognition more as a matter of
practice than as an in-principle psychologically distinct process from self-focused meta-cognition (For discussion of
how ToM processes may apply to self versus other, see
Gweon, Young, and Saxe (2011) and Young and
Tsoi (2013)).
Despite this conceptual distinction between PMC and
ToM, and the Common Wisdom Model’s insistence that
ToM is not a noteworthy component of PMC or wisdom
more broadly, the authors inadvertently invoke ToM processes at multiple points throughout the paper. For example,
the authors cite the classic false-consensus effect (Ross,
Greene, & House, 1977) as an early example of the type of
cognitive bias that wisdom would help overcome. Yet the
false-consensus effect does not represent a mere egocentric
bias (i.e., poor PMC); rather, it is an egocentric bias in ToM
judgments of others’ preferences. Elsewhere, the authors
argue that wisdom may have developed because of evolutionary pressures to “consider different viewpoints and to
reconcile them with one’s own viewpoints”. Yet, the
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question of how someone is able to consider “different viewpoints,” a cognitive ability that is repeatedly presented as a
defining feature of PMC and wisdom more broadly, without
engaging in ToM is not clear. And even if we accepted that
ToM is implied ipso facto in the idea of “considering different viewpoints” the authors go out of their way to separate
ToM from PMC, i.e., the terminology “theory of mind”
appears three times in the target article, and each is an
instance where the authors argue it is theoretically and
empirically separate from PMC.
Instances in which the authors hew to their more narrow
definition of PMC though also illustrate its further problems. Early in the paper the authors present a hypothetical
moral dilemma where an individual needs to board a train
in order to deliver wedding rings in time for the wedding
ceremony but has no way of obtaining a train ticket other
than to steal a ticket from an individual who (a) is distracted, and (b) looks sufficiently wealthy as to not experience the theft as financially burdensome. The authors claim
that an unwise person would simply apply a “stealing is
wrong” logic to this dilemma, whereas a wiser person engaging in PMC would also consider the moral value of loyalty,
in that not stealing the ticket in order to arrive with the
wedding rings on time could itself be considered a violation
of a moral obligation to be loyal to one’s friends.
It is hard to see how this example is meta-cognitive,
whether using the narrow definition of PMC provided by
the authors or a more expansive definition of meta-cognition. Instead, the example seems to merely involve the
weighing of multiple decision alternatives. Someone patronizing a fast-food restaurant who is considering competing
utilities of deliciousness versus health in their food choice is
certainly engaging in more nuanced and dialogical thought,
but this process does not necessarily involve thinking about
thought (meta-cognition). Even if we accept that considering
two competing moral values (rightness of loyalty vs. wrongness of theft) in the train-ticket-wedding-rings example is an
instance of PMC as defined by the authors, we are left asking how the application of such PMC led the wiser individual to recognize loyalty as a situationally relevant moral
value, and answering this question without invoking ToM is
tricky. It cannot be the case that the wise individual prospectively realized that their friend might perceive the decision not to steal as disloyal, since that would be an act of
ToM—moral meta-perception specifically (Rom, Weiss, &
Conway, 2017). It cannot be the case that the wise individual considered how a hypothetical third-party would behave
in this situation, or how the person they would be stealing
from might feel, since those are acts of ToM. It cannot be
the case that the wise individual is recalling a past moral
dilemma where they did not consider loyalty and others
reacted negatively, because that would have required accurate moral meta-perception at the time. And it cannot be the
case that the wise individual is recalling the negative affect
they experienced from a past instance where they were the
victim of disloyalty, as this would require realizing that
others might too feel this negative affect, which is an act
of ToM.
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The only way to explain how this wise individual realized
loyalty was a situationally relevant moral value without
invoking ToM is if the wise individual learned about loyalty
from a book; they were the subject of some pedagogical
intervention that taught them what loyalty was, how to identify when it is relevant in any situation, and convinced them
it was a value worth pursuing. While this is not impossible,
at face value, we think it is much less likely than
the ToM-driven explanations above, and in fact resembles
the propositional logic (“stealing is wrong”) for which the
authors consider this whole moral dilemma a
counterexample.
The purpose of the exercise above is not to be definitionally pedantic but rather to demonstrate that excluding ToM
from the Common Wisdom Model and PMC, specifically,
leaves a paucity of explanations for something as simple as
considering two discrete moral values. By integrating ToM
into the definition PMC we can begin to consider the nature
of the meta-cognition–moral aspirations relationship as
informing wisdom, and in doing so draw from the large
body of scholarship explicating how ToM drives
moral cognition.
Theory of Mind and Morality Are Intimately Linked and
Related to Wisdom
Moral psychologists have long noted the intimate connection between theory of mind and moral cognition (for a
recent review see Kim, Park, & Young, 2020). One tradition
in moral psychology, dyadic morality theory, argues that
mind perception (mental state attributions toward others,
i.e., ToM) is the “essence of morality” and constitutes the
fundamental cognitive building blocks of moral judgment
(Gray et al., 2012; Schein & Gray, 2018 ). At a conceptual
level we argue it is easy to see how ToM is central to many
components of morality. Judging whether an action caused
harm is an act of ToM (Crockett, Kurth-Nelson, Siegel,
Dayan, & Dolan, 2014; Schein & Gray, 2016), as are more
explicit judgments of others’ moral intent (Ames & Fiske,
2015; Chakroff et al., 2016) and motives (Reeder, Vonk,
Ronk, Ham, & Lawrence, 2004; Waytz, Young, & Ginges,
2014). In order to imagine moral judgment proceeding without consideration of the thoughts and feelings of others, one
might imagine a strict deontologist who considers only the
application of abstract, propositional moral rules. Yet even
with deontological moral decision-making we know that
ToM plays a role, both through the automatic cognitive
association between “wrong” and “harmful to others” (Gray
& Schein, 2012) and through reputational concerns (Lee,
Sul, & Kim, 2018 ).
While the evidence for the relationship between ToM
and morality is overwhelming, just as important for the
Common Wisdom Model is evidence that ToM plays a role
in the relationship between moral behavior and wisdom/wisdom-related constructs. For example, intellectual humility is
cited as a core component of PMC and wisdom more
broadly, and a core component of intellectual humility is
respect for others’ viewpoints (Krumrei-Mancuso & Rouse,

2016), which in turn requires both ToM and moral aspirations. Moreover, the relationship between intellectual humility and prosocial behavior is mediated by both cognitive and
emotional empathy (Krumrei-Mancuso, 2017), but not
explained by a multitude of other psychological traits and
factors (Exline & Hill, 2012). Additionally, several scale
measures of intellectual humility and wisdom find cognitiveempathy (trait perspective-taking) to be one of the largest
correlates (Brienza, Kung, Santos, Bobocel, & Grossmann,
2018 ; LaBouff, Rowatt, Johnson, Tsang, & Willerton, 2012).
These findings in the intellectual humility literature strongly
suggest that the role of ToM processes in the psychology of
wisdom is unexplored by the Common Wisdom Model.
In summary, while we see the intellectual value in distinguishing self-focused meta-cognition (PMC) from otherfocused meta-cognition (typically studied as ToM) we argue
that excluding ToM from PMC and the Common Wisdom
Model does not make empirical or theoretical sense and
serves only to obfuscate, rather than illuminate, the relationship between the Common Wisdom Model’s two central
components: PMC and moral aspirations. Below we discuss
what integrating ToM into the Common Wisdom Model
might look like, how this approach might improve the
model, and future research directions for wisdom scholars
seeking to understand the ToM—Wisdom relationship.

Centering Theory of Mind in the Common
Wisdom Model
Wisdom and Accuracy in Theory of Mind Judgments
Integrating ToM into the Common Wisdom Model, and
specifically the conception of PMC, requires first asking the
question of what dimensions of ToM are expected to covary
with wisdom. In the Common Wisdom Model, PMC covaries with wisdom at the level of activation, in that the
unwise are less likely to engage in PMC than the wise,
although it is unclear the extent to which this represents the
motivation or the capacity to engage in PMC. However,
unlike PMC, ToM varies less at the level of activation than
it does at the level of accuracy, as it is subject to a host of
well-documented biases. Taking others’ perspectives can be
a real cognitive challenge (Eyal, Steffel, & Epley, 2018 ),
including when trying to understand how others are perceiving one’s own self (Vazire & Carlson, 2011). ToM is subject
to a host of systematic biases including self-anchoring/projection (Ames, 2004), negativity biases (Lees & Cikara,
2020), reliance on stereotypes (Lewis, Hodges, Laurent,
Srivastava, & Biancarosa, 2012) and normative expectations
(Furr, 2008 ), along with additional attribution and actorobserver asymmetries (Malle, Knobe, & Nelson, 2007; Waytz
et al., 2014).
Integrating ToM into the conception of PMC leads to the
reasonable theoretical conclusion that those who are wise
are more accurate in judging the thoughts and feelings of
others. To our knowledge there is no empirical research that
directly examines the relationship between ToM judgment
accuracy and existing measures of wisdom. In our opinion,
this represents a fruitful and vital area of future research.
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Such research is not merely for its own sake but represents
a direct test, we think, of the Common Wisdom Model. The
authors assert that “wisdom has been associated with deep
interests in knowing the truth and with compassionate concerns for others’ welfare,” a statement that nicely dovetails
with a theoretical ToM accuracy–wisdom relationship, and
its function in connecting meta-cognition to moral aspirations. The Common Wisdom Model consistently proposes
that wisdom is about considering others’ perspectives in specific contexts, which would seem difficult without robust
abilities in social perception and ToM. The authors also
argue that PMC is better conceptualized as a state rather
than as a trait construct, which parallels research on ToM
accuracy suggesting that accuracy is less a function of
domain-general capacity and more a function of the social
relationship between the observer and the individual being
judged (Carlson, 2016; Eyal et al., 2018 ; Zaki, Bolger, &
Ochsner, 2008 ). Lastly, self-knowledge is also highlighted in
the Common Wisdom Model, and research on selfknowledge suggests that meta-perception, critically involving
ToM, plays a central role in how we come to understand
ourselves (Vazire & Carlson, 2010).
We wish to stress again just how much research there is
to be done in examining the relationship between judgment
accuracy (including ToM accuracy) and wisdom. Accuracy
in judging others is one of the oldest research traditions in
social psychology (e.g., Cronbach, 1955), and continues to
flourish today (e.g., Brashier & Marsh, 2020). There are
numerous methodological and theoretical perspectives to be
leveraged by wisdom researchers in examining how wisdom
relates to judgment accuracy, broadly defined. We suggest
reviewing West and Kenny (2011), Biesanz (2010), and
Barranti, Carlson, and C^
ot!e (2017) for up-to-date methodological approaches to measuring judgment accuracy that can
be straightforwardly and productively integrated into
research on wisdom.
Connecting Morality and Wisdom via Theory of Mind
Integrating ToM into the Common Wisdom Model’s conception of PMC will also contribute to an understanding of
the unaddressed relationship between moral aspirations and
PMC. Scholars continue to debate the directional relationship between ToM and moral judgment (e.g., Phillips &
Knobe, 2018 ), but for the sake of illustration, we will adopt
the position of dyadic morality theory: ToM causes moral
judgment. If we accept the theoretical view that PMC either
(a) leads moral aspirations to develop, or more conservatively (b) allows for the synthesis and application of existing
moral aspirations, this has clear implications for the study
of wisdom.
One of the most immediate implications relates to fostering wisdom. If meta-cognition is a necessary antecedent to
moral aspirations then efforts to foster wisdom should focus
primarily on developing PMC. The value of such an
approach has already been suggested by the evidence that
inducing PMC increases cooperation (Grossmann, Brienza,
& Bobocel, 2017). This directional relationship also allows
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us to reinterpret previous findings. In one study (Bruya &
Ardelt, 2018 ), students who completed a self-reflection journal on understanding the values and beliefs of exemplars of
wisdom scored higher on measures of wisdom than did students who completed self-cultivation journals focused on
character strengths. The authors of the Common Wisdom
Model cite this finding as evidence that self-reflection
induced wisdom, but we note that this intervention also
involved ToM. Specifically, the wisdom-inducing intervention asked students to consider the perspectives of specific
others who exemplify wisdom, which is an act of ToM.
Whether or not ToM accounts for these specific findings,
we urge wisdom researchers to consider the role that ToM
plays in wisdom, and the directionality of the PMC–moral
aspirations relationship, when developing interventions
designed to foster and maintain wisdom.
Even given a more agnostic view with respect to the directional relationship between meta-cognition and moral cognition, integrating ToM into the Common Wisdom Model
will clarify many of the intermediary processes described by
the model. Including ToM in the Common Wisdom Model
gives us a roadmap for understanding many critical details
that the model is currently unable to provide, such as what
specific mental state attributions are the wise making toward
situational others (e.g., how are the wise interpreting the
behavior of others and forecasting their future behavior),
what specific moral aspirations are the wise applying to the
situation at hand (e.g., how are the wise judging the potential harms and benefits of their behavior for others), what
specific perspectives are the wise choosing to consider and
able to perceive (e.g., how are the wise determining that specific others have perspectives different from their own), and
how do these specific processes differ from those of the
unwise. These types of questions require answers if the
Common Wisdom Model is to provide a discerning and
predictive framework for guiding wisdom research over the
coming decade, and we believe that accommodating ToM
will be essential to this challenge.

Conclusion
Despite our critique, we are genuinely enthusiastic about the
integrity of the Common Wisdom Model and its ability to
guide important future work on wisdom. If anything, we
feel the model does not go far enough in asserting that morality and meta-cognition are the foundations of wisdom!
Perhaps counterintuitively, we believe the model can and
should capture a broader turf, beyond its narrow definition
of perspectival meta-cognition. We argue that by expanding
the model’s definition of meta-cognition to include theory
of mind processes the model will be in an even more powerful position to articulate the relationship between moral
aspirations and meta-cognition, to make specific predictions
regarding the cognitive processes underlying wisdom, and to
pave the foundation for developing interventions to foster
and maintain wisdom. We are optimistic about the success
of the Common Wisdom Model, and we look forward to
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